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It is socio-technical
How we got there...

- We lost it when we were reshuffling
- No body wanted it
- There's project to replace it...
Students complained

- I was part of the SLE project
- Use Sharepoint to replace SUSSED
- I talked to a lot of people
Enter the 9Granders

- I moved to iSolutions...
- Management agreed SUSSED needed a clean up
- I was someone who had the time and skills
Identified Audiences

- Students
- Academic staff
- Research staff
- Professional services
- Senior leadership
Don liked it...

- The students liked it
- So we carried on
Welcome to SUSSED, which offers you a wide range of information relating to your working life at the University.

Log in to access the full range of features, from the latest campus news, upcoming events and internal job advertisements through to sites dedicated to each service and academic area around the University.

SUSSED is also the portal through which you can access key administrative systems including Agessa (procurement), MyView (leave bookings, pay slips) and Room Bookings.

Today's Events On Campus

- Master of Music Recital
  - Mon, 04 Feb 2013
  - Xuan He, piano...more

- TBC
  - Mon, 04 Feb 2013

- Series Applied and GR PGR Seminar...more

- Making the move from academia to consultancy: Experiences at Halcrow
  - Mon, 04 Feb 2013

- Coastal seminar series These seminars are intended for stude...more

- The silence of the genes? : The role of genetic and epigenetic effects in trait

Feature Story

Application figures put Southampton well ahead of the UK average

Your Internal News

- Snow warning – Tuesday 5 February – University will remain OPEN
  - Mon, 04 Feb 2013
  - Snow is forecast tomorrow morning (Tuesday 5 February). The...more

- Southampton staff and students sign up for the GoITT challenge
  - Mon, 04 Feb 2013
  - A new initiative is aiming to increase the well-being and ph...more

- University announces new project to engage young people in research
  - Mon, 04 Feb 2013

Recent Research Publications

- Surgical treatment of fibroids for subfertility
  - Mon, 04 Feb 2013

- A strategy for Bayesian inference for computationally expensive models with application to the estimation of stem cell properties
  - Mon, 04 Feb 2013

- Geographical access to care at birth in Ghana: a barrier to safe motherhood
  - Mon, 04 Feb 2013
So here we are...
Where are we going?

- So far change has been slow
- Too slow
- Now we need to correct that
More Audiences

- There should be a tab for:
  - Academics,
  - Professional services
  - Senior leadership
- You should land on your own tab!
- We could stand to lose a few tabs too
Bells and whistles

- We need a basic level of service
- Then we can do cool stuff
Could be through outlook?

Could have ICS

Could show on map
More new branding

- We are trying to standardize our apps
Personalization

- The site shapes to fit you
- We do some of this already
- It would be nice if it was more sophisticated
Customization

- This a feature sussed has already
- It needs some work
- May add a lot of value
Have your say

- Do you like the new look?
- What would you change?
- What is missing?
- What things would you like to see in the future?
- What things can we make better use of?
Have your say

- Email me: pm5 @ecs.soton.ac.uk
- Slides available from: edshare.soton.ac.uk/10519
- Creative commons images come from flickr.com
- Other images are copyright University of Southampton unless otherwise stated